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Comment on ‘‘Surface silicon-deuterium bond energy from gas-phase equilibration’’

Conyers Herring* and Chris G. Van de Walle
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

~Received 22 February 1996!

In a recent paper@Phys. Rev. B48, 4492 ~1993!# Wampler, Myers, and Follstaedt~WMF! have reported
measurements of equilibrium adsorption of deuterium on cavity walls in crystalline silicon. Their procedure
provides in principle a more reliable source of information regarding the Si-H bond energy than any previous
work. Here we propose an analysis of the data that has some advantages over the analysis given by WMF and
that yields a significantly higher binding energy. We first argue that the measure of binding most directly
following from the observations is the free energy at 800o of a deuterium atom attached to an average surface
silicon tetrahedrally bonded to three other silicons, relative to an 800o surface with a ‘‘dangling bond’’ at this
site and a deuterium at rest far outside; this free energy is 3.2960.1 eV. We then discuss ways of extracting
from this a value for the binding energyEB at absolute zero, to compare with recent predictions from first-
principles quantum-mechanical calculations. This step requires some assumptions about the effect of chemi-
sorption on crystal vibrations; reasonable assumptions give about 3.15 eV, with a probable error modestly
larger than that of the 800oC free energy; the theoretical predictions range above and below this value by one
or two tenths of an eV, depending on assumptions about reconstructions.@S0163-1829~97!00620-6#
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It has been recognized for some time that a knowledg
the structure and energetics of the chemisorption bond
tween a hydrogen atom and a silicon surface is important
the understanding of many technologically interesting p
cesses, such as surface passivation, etching, and gro
Naturally, therefore, numerous efforts have been made
determine the energyEB of this bond, defined specifically a
the amount by which the energy of hydrogen bound to
surface silicon atom with three other silicons as neighb
lies below that of a hydrogen atom at rest at infinity with
‘‘dangling bond’’ left behind on the silicon.~This EB may
depend, but probably only slightly, on the arrangement
other silicon atoms on the surface.!

Most previous efforts to determineEB have been based o
studies of rates of thermal desorption of hydrogen.1 Unfor-
tunately, the interpretation of desorption data is beset
many uncertainties. For the conditions normally availab
the desorbing species is H2, and the interpretation of the rat
depends on the model assumed for the breaking of
bonds and the formation of H2. Not surprisingly, there seem
to be a sizable activation barrier both for desorption and
the reverse process of adsorption into the chemisorbed s
The height of this activation barrier need have no sim
relation to EB , yet it is all important for the slopes o
Arrhenius plots of desorption or adsorption rates.

Recognizing these sources of uncertainty, Myerset al.2–4

have designed experiments measuring chemisorption u
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Since rapid equ
bration requires high temperature, where sizable adsorp
550163-1829/97/55~19!/13314~5!/$10.00
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requires high gas pressure, which interferes with meas
ments of adsorption, they opted to replace the usual stud
adsorption on external surfaces with a study of adsorption
the walls of swarms of hollow cavities inside a silicon cry
tal. The cavities were generated by helium implantation f
lowed by annealing to heal damage and expel the heli
Measurements of the amount of chemisorbed hydrogen c
be made after quenching from the equilibration temperat
and removal of the external hydrogen, since escape of hy
gen from the cavities via diffusion through the crystal w
slow enough to be negligible during the quench. The amo
chemisorbed could be inferred from measurements of in
red absorption bands or more accurately, since the che
sorbed hydrogen was greatly in excess of the hydrogen
other forms, from measurements of the yield of the transm
tation reaction D(3He,p) 4He. The earlier papers2,3 focused
on the kinetics of hydrogen loss from the chemisorbed lay
on the cavity walls, which could be related to the previou
known chemical potential and diffusion coefficient of hydr
gen in interstitial solution at bulk sites of the crystal; th
hydrogen remained essentially in equilibrium with th
chemisorbed species during the anneals. In the most re
paper, by Wampler, Myers, and Follstaedt4 ~WMF! the
chemisorption was studied at various known pressures o
2 gas, and with the aid of auxiliary measurements that
shall not attempt to critique, the authors argued that all
important factors had finally been brought under contr
equilibrium, thermodynamics of the H2 phase, knowledge o
surface area~from electron-microscopic study of the cavit
13 314 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 13 315COMMENTS
distribution!, stability of the chemisorption coverage und
quenching, and its quantitative measurement.

Our primary goal in this communication is to point o
that among the various possible descriptors of the strengt
binding of a deuterium atom to a three-coordinated silic
surface atom, there is one, the mean free energy of bindin
such surface atoms at 800oC, that can be inferred from th
experimental results of WMF without any reliance on oth
measurements on the silicon-hydrogen system or any
sumptions about it, other than the assumption~made already
by WMF! of independent binding to the dangling-bond site
Our analysis thus provides an attractive alternative to
given by WMF, which deduced the energy of binding
800 oC, rather than the free energy, by an argument mak
use of experimental results in the literature on the hi
temperature solubility of hydrogen in bulk silicon, and inco
porating some additional assumptions about the interpr
tion of these solubility results and about the similarity of t
entropy changes associated with bulk and surface bind
The difference between our free energy and the energy
ferred by WMF is larger than seems reasonable for
temperature-times-entropy term, and we believe that
number is the more reliable because it does not involve
‘‘additional assumptions’’ just mentioned.

A second goal of the present work is to infer, from t
800 oC free energy of binding, as good an estimate as p
sible for the energy of binding at absolute zero, and to co
pare this with the predictions of recent first-principles the
retical calculations.5,6 Such an estimate requires knowled
about the effect of hydrogen adsorption on the vibratio
energy and entropy of the crystal surface, hence it requ
the use of additional experimental and theoretical assu
tions. Though further work needs to be done on these fac
we shall argue that a simple approximation using availa
data on hydrogen infrared modes is likely to provide a r
sonable estimate, and one unaffected by uncertainties in
properties of bond-centered hydrogen at bulk sites.

In the experiment of WMF a silicon sample containin
near-surface cavities was heated for a long time in a hyd
gen atmosphere at each of several different pressures.
produced a state in which three subsystems were all in e
librium with each other: the external H2 gas, the cavity sur-
faces with adsorbed hydrogen, and the bulk of the crystal
silicon, with whatever fixed defects may have been pres
in it. In the heavily cavitated subsurface region, the amo
of hydrogen bound on the cavity walls greatly exceeded
amount in bulk solution, on the external surface, or pres
as gas in the cavities. It could thus be measured after que
ing, by a nuclear-transmutation technique.

Our analysis uses two inputs, the chemical potential
gaseous H2 at the hydrogenation temperature and pressur~a
well-known quantity, though not used in the analysis
WMF!, and the measured concentration of adsorbed hy
gen on the cavity walls. The chemical potential of the lat
hydrogen can be simply related~as was done by WMF! to
the average free energy of binding of hydrogen to an ads
tion site, if the interaction of adsorbates on different sites
neglected. Equating the two chemical potentials thus gi
the free energy of binding. As was pointed out some ye
ago in a reinterpretation7 of high-temperature solubility
data,8 such a free energy, obtainable from data at any sin
of
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temperature, is likely to be more reliable than a binding e
ergy obtained from the slope of an Arrhenius line, especia
if data points for the latter are available only over a narr
temperature range.

We assume a fixed numberNs of cavity-wall chemisorp-
tion sites, each of which can bind a neutral H atom with
ground-state energyEB relative to that of an isolated atom
We neglect interactions of chemisorbed atoms with e
other, but allow each such atom to have an extra ene
Evib and entropySvib due to vibrational motion at the exper
mental temperatureT. Then if the total energy ofN5uNs
adsorbed atoms isEa and the total entropySa , the hydrogen
chemical potential is

mH5F ]

]N
~Ea2TSa!G

T,Ns

52EB1Evib2TSvib2kT lnS 12u

u D , ~1!

relative to the isolated-atom ground state. ThismH must be
the same as that of the gas phase

mH52
ED

2
1
Hg2TSg
2NA

1
kT

2
ln

p

1atm
, ~2!

where the first term is half the dissociation energyED of the
H2 molecule,NA is Avogadro’s number,Hg , Sg are, respec-
tively, the enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen gas at the
perimental temperature and one atmosphere pressure, ap
is the experimental gas pressure. Equating Eq.~2! to Eq. ~1!
gives for the pressure dependence of the coverageu,

u5
c~p/1 atm!1/2

11c~p/1 atm!1/2
, ~3!

where

c5expFEB2Evib1TSvib2ED/21~Hg2TSg!/2NA

kT G . ~4!

Figure 2 of WMF compares the observedu(p) values with
plots of Eq.~3! for three values ofc. The central plot, which
gives the best fit to the data, corresponds toc55.28 at
800 °C, so that, with ED524.556 eV, (Hg2TSg)/
2NA520.85 eV for deuterium at this temperature,9 one gets

EB2Evib1TSvib53.29 eV. ~5!

The result~5! is a fairly clean and unambiguous concl
sion if one accepts the measurements of WMF and the
proximate validity of a model with chemisorption on a sing
type of neutral noninteracting sites, a validity consistent w
the fit of the theoretical and experimentalu(p) curves re-
ferred to above. To compare with theab initio calculations of
Refs. 5 and 6, we must make some guesses about adso
vibrations, which affect the ground-state energyEB via their
zero-point energy and also determine the last two terms
the left of Eq. ~5!. These contributions should properly b
determined as differences of vibrational energy and entr
between states with and without the presence of chemiso
hydrogen. The chemisorption adds three new modes per
drogen, and it may also, by inertial loading and bond-bo
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TABLE I. Comparison of estimates of the average binding energy of deuterium to a silicon su
dangling bond atT50, obtained by starting from the experimental 800oC measurements of Ref. 4, or from
the first-principles calculations of Refs. 5 and 6.

Starting point Major assumptions Average binding energy,

Experiments The last two terms on the left-hand side of Eq.~5! 3.15
' contribution of H modes' 0.14 eV

First-principles theory The surface is initially~111! 737, and
all changed to 131 by hydrogenation 3.35~Refs. 5 and 11!
all remains 737 after hydrogenation 3.08~Ref. 6!
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interaction, increase or decrease the frequencies of the
maining modes. For hydrogen attachment at a ‘‘dangl
bond’’ site, however, it may well be that these effects on
silicon modes are rather smaller than the contributions of
new hydrogen modes, since the mass-loading effect is su
small, the hydrogen provides no other steric impedimen
the motions of the silicons, and the effect of the new bond
the stiffness of the silicon-silicon bonds has been calcula
in some cases at least, to be fairly small. So pending
performance of more complete calculations, we shall m
the crude assumption of equatingEvib andSvib to the contri-
butions of the hydrogen modes to these quantities.

Reference 2 reported a set of infrared absorption pe
associated with deuterium on cavity walls, with frequenc
clustered about an average of about 1520 cm21, and presum-
ably associated with stretching modes of Si-2H bonds in sev-
eral slightly different environments. If we evaluate the la
two terms on the left of Eq.~5! for a stretching mode of this
frequency plus two wagging modes of a third this frequen
~as found by Cardona10 for 1H!, we getEB'3.15 eV for the
binding energy of deuterium to a surface monohydride sit
T50. The theoretical value predicted by the calculations
Ref. 5 was 3.60 eV, for a Si-H bond on a~111! 131 surface.
This value included the effect of zero-point energy~0.21 eV!
for 1H; the corresponding zero-point energy for deuterium
0.16 eV, leading to a theoretical binding energy of 3.65 e

The discussion just given has been carried out as if all
hydrogen bonding sites were like those on on a simple~111!
131 surface. This was what was assumed for the fi
principles theoretical calculations in Ref. 5. For the expe
mental determinations ofu(p), this assumption may requir
a modest correction for two reasons: not all the cavity wa
were of ~111! orientation, since some~100! facets were ob-
served, and higher-index orientations must also have b
present; also, on the~111! facets, it is not certain whether a
dangling bonds are equivalent, despite the disappearanc
the 737 low-energy electron diffraction pattern at high tem
perature or hydrogenation. Without attempting to sort
these issues here, we wish merely to point out one fact.
cording to a recent estimate11 the clean 737 surface has an
energy lower than that of a hypothetical simple 131 surface
by about 0.3 eV per surface atom. As noted in Ref. 5,
energy lowering, per surface atom, produced by first cha
ing the 737 surface atT50 to 131 and then adsorbing
2H atom on every surface site (u51) would be
3.6520.353.35 eV. Now the same final state could
reached by progressively adsorbing small amounts of2H un-
til u51 is reached, with any appropriate modification of t
re-
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reconstruction after each step, subject to ending up
131. Therefore, the 3.35 eV could be regarded as the p
diction of first-principles theory for the average,^EB&, of
EB over the successive steps, and over sites at each ste

For a non-~111! surface, or if the coverage with hydroge
does not completely convert the~111! 737 surface to a
131, some or all of the hydrogens will end up bonded
silicons with a substrate environment different from that
an atom on a 131 surface, and the theoretical average bin
ing energy will be different.@The calculations of Ref. 6, for
example, gave values ranging from 2.9 eV to 3.5 eV
attachment of a single1H atom to the different types o
dangling bonds on a 737 surface. It is noteworthy, howeve
that earlier infrared measurements discussed in Ref. 4 i
cated very similar binding energies for~111! surfaces and for
monohydride coverage on~100!.# A rather improbable ex-
treme case would be adsorption on all the dangling bond
an otherwise unaltered 737 surface. From Ref. 6, with the
addition of about 0.05 eV to correct from1H to 2H, this case
gives ^EB&'3.08 eV.

Table I summarizes the reasoning we have used to
approximate comparisons of experimental and theoret
binding energies. The difference between the two theoret
entries is probably mostly due to the difference in assum
tions described in the second column, rather than to the
that Refs. 5 and 6 made independent calculations by so
what different techniques, since for the one case calcula
by both@saturation coverage of a~111! 131 surface# the two
methods gave binding energies differing by only 0.1 eV. T
agreement of the numbers in the last column is as good
could be expected in view of the uncertainties mentioned
the second column.

This is, we believe, the best that one can say at pre
regarding the relation of the experiments of WMF to firs
principles theoretical calculations. A more accurate comp
son will be possible if more information becomes availab
on the effects of chemisorption on the stiffness parameter
the silicon lattice. However, we do not believe that the c
dity of our assumptions on this subject is a major cause
the contrast between our present conclusion and the app
import of the words ‘‘The bond strength of deuterium~D! to
the surface of silicon was determined to be 2.6760.1
eV . . . ’’ in the first line of the abstract of WMF. The latte
number was inferred by WMF as the enthalpy lowerin
2ET per adsorbed atom, when deuterium is removed fr
D2 gas at 800

oC and attached to dangling bonds at a silic
surface at this temperature, plus half the low-temperat
dissociation energy of a molecule. It is thus not directly co
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parable with the 800oC free energy of our Eq.~5! or with
theT50 energies of Table I. We may obtain a more conv
nient quantity for discussion if we add to2ET half the en-
thalpy gain~0.32 eV per molecule! when the gas is heate
from the absolute zero to 800oC. This gives the energy
change per atom on converting ground-state molecule
chemisorbed atoms on an 800oC surface. Combining with
the half dissociation energy as before now gives the ene
lowering (EB2Evib , in the notation used above! on convert-
ing ground-state atoms to chemisorbed atoms on
800 oC surface; with an additional 0.02 eV to correct t
4.60 eV room-temperature energy of WMF to theT50
value 4.56 eV, one gets finally, at 800oC,

~EB2Evib!WMF52.6720.1620.0252.4960.1 eV. ~6!

The correct (EB2Evib) at 800
oC should differ from Eq.

~5! simply by the termTSvib ; however, a surprisingly large
value, 0.8 eV, would be required for the latter quantity
make Eq.~6! and Eq.~5! agree. The rough model we hav
proposed above~neglect of the alteration of the ‘‘silicon
modes’’ by chemisorption! predicts only about 0.30 eV fo
TSvib . So we must conclude either that there is a mark
softening of the ‘‘silicon modes’’ by the chemisorption, s
that our model vastly underestimatesSvib , or else that the
two physical assumptions used by WMF to infer the va
~6! from the experimental data are not to be trusted. The
of these assumptions, explicitly stated in Ref. 4, was as
lows:

~a! The changes in vibrational energy and entropy due
attaching a hydrogen atom to a surface dangling bond
nearly the same as those produced by inserting a hydro
atom at a bond-center position deep in the silicon lattice

The second assumption, not stated explicitly but implicit
the absence of any mention of charge states of disso
hydrogen, was as follows:

~b! The dissolved hydrogen measured in existing solu
ity studies above;1000 K ~e.g., the early work of van
Wieringen and Warmoltz8 or the recent work of Binnset
al.12! consists of nearly all the monatomic neutral spec
H0.

Actually, this assumption can be relaxed somewhat, as
~3! of WMF, the key equation used to extract the chemiso
tion energy, uses only one datum from the solubility expe
ments, namely, the prefactorC0 in the Arrhenius expression
for what is interpreted as the concentration of dissolv
H0. Thus~b! can be replaced by the less restrictive assum
tion

~b8! The intercept of the Arrhenius line for dissolved H0

~at constant gas pressure! differs negligibly from that which
has been reported for total dissolved hydrogen.

There are good reasons for mistrusting~a! and ~b8!. We
shall start with a few general remarks about why~a! is quali-
tatively implausible, and then raise some quantitative iss
about high-temperature solubility that probably imply th
even if~b8! is not far wrong,~a! is a poor approximation. Ou
general distrust of~a! is due to the fact that bonding of hy
drogen is very different in the chemisorption and sol
-
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solution cases. For the former, the approximate descrip
of the bond in molecular-orbital terms is that there is
double occupancy of a bonding orbital formed from a hyd
gen 1s orbital and a tetrahedral silicons-p orbital. For solid-
solution hydrogen at a bond-center site, the correspond
approximation has single occupancy of an antibonding
bital formed from the tetrahedral orbitals of the two neig
boring silicons. Unlike the hydrogen 1s orbital, this anti-
bonding orbital has a node at the position of the hydrog
when the latter is at its mean~bond-center! position, though
the Coulomb field makes it crowd more toward this no
than the antibonding orbital between silicons would in t
absence of the hydrogen. This picture is confirmed by
low hyperfine splitting found in electron spin resonance
dissolved hydrogen13,14 or ‘‘anomalous’’ muonium.15 Be-
sides this difference in bonding, the chemisorbed and so
solution cases differ greatly in their geometry, the form
having a free attachment to one silicon, and the latter hav
hydrogen squeezed in between two silicon neighbors.

There are several as yet unresolved uncertainties reg
ing the proper interpretation of existing high-temperatu
solubility data, and it would be inappropriate to try to discu
these fully in the present paper. We shall merely mentio
few facts and puzzles that bear on the reliability of~b8!, and
more importantly on the reliability of~a!.

To begin with, studies published since Ref. 4 have est
lished conclusively that near and below room temperat
the H0/H1 donor level is high,14 near the conduction-ban
edge, while the H2/H0 acceptor level is near midgap,16 so
that hydrogen is a strongly ‘‘negative-U ’’ impurity. Assum-
ing a qualitatively similar picture at 1000o–1300 oC, we
must expect monatomic hydrogen in intrinsic silicon at the
temperatures to be mostly H1, not H0. If the donor level
were independent of temperature, the Arrhenius prefac
for H0 and H1 would only differ by a factor two~the spin
degeneracy!, an inconsequential amount. However, a larg
difference could occur if the donor level varies with tempe
ture ~i.e., if the vibrational entropies of H1 and H0 are dif-
ferent!. While a seriously large difference in prefacto
would probably only occur if one of the species ‘‘rattles
i.e., has access to a rather large volume around its minim
energy position within which its adiabatic potential is n
more than one or twokT above its minimum value, it hap
pens that the likelihood of just such a rattling was explici
pointed out a few years ago on the basis of first-princip
energy calculations.17

Moreover, there is experimental evidence for ‘‘rattling
of the dominant species~presumably H1). By reasoning
closely paralleling that of Eqs.~1!–~5! above, one can relate
the concentration of the latter in equilibrium at any tempe
tureT to its binding energyEB at T50 and the change pe
dissolved atom in the vibrational free energy at temperat
T. Thus the height and slope of the Arrhenius line on a
small region of temperatures determineEB and the
hydrogen-induced changeSvib in vibrational entropy. It turns
out that either of the Arrhenius lines for total dissolved h
drogen reported in Refs. 8 and 12, respectively, requires
interpreted as dominated by H1, that the value ofSvib for
H1 at around 1400 K be about~10–11!k, about twice the
value that would be contributed by stretching and wagg
modes of frequencies similar to those for surface-bou
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13 318 55COMMENTS
hydrogen.2,10 But a ‘‘rattling’’ of the H1 over a volume
almost an order of magnitude larger than that accessibl
an atom vibrating with typical hydrogen-mode frequenc
might account for the largeSvib . Alternative explanations
which we would regard as less plausible, could be a mar
softening of the silicon-silicon bonding by the presence
H1, or a large contribution of some other species, e.g.,2,
to the measured total dissolved hydrogen.

It should now be clear that the simultaneous validity
assumptions~a! and~b8! is very unlikely. If among the alter-
natives mentioned at the end of the last paragraph the
vored one—rattling of H1—is correct,~b8! can be correct
only if bond-centered H0 rattles with similar parameters. Bu
in such a case assumption~a! is surely wrong, since surface
bound H0 surely does not rattle. The hypothesis of silico
silicon bond softening by H1 could allow the validity of
both ~a! and~b8! if there were a remarkable three-way coi
cidence of the amounts of bond softening by bond-cente
H0, bond-centered H1, and surface-bound H0. And if a spe-
cies like H2 were steering the Arrhenius line of the solub
ity, this line would have no relevance to the chemisorption
a single H0.
to
s

ed
f

f
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So much for our preferring to focus attention on Eq.~5!
and Table I rather than on the procedure used by W
to estimate binding energy. Similar arguments, which
shall not describe in detail, suggest an upward revision
the estimates ofEB derived in Refs. 2 and 3 from the
measured escape rate of hydrogen from the cavities thro
the bulk. This is because the analysis in the latter stud
though in principle correct, again made use of what we
lieve to be an inappropriate interpretation of the results
Ref. 8.

In conclusion we would like to stress the desirability
further experimental work, perhaps simply extensions of
work of WMF. It might be possible, for example, to refin
the numerical data and explore their dependence on the
of crystallographic planes involved. And, perhaps more i
portantly, if a wide enough temperature range could be c
ered to construct an Arrhenius line, the intercept of the la
could provide an experimental check on the estimation of
Evib andSvib occurring in Eq.~5!.

We acknowledge useful discussions with D. Biegels
and J. E. Northrup. We would also like to thank the auth
of Ref. 4 for an illuminating correspondence.
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